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Mobility
Cart

Leash and harness
attach here

Adjustable
Straps
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ETERINARIANS FREQUENTLY
ENCOUNTER PATIENTS that are non-

ambulatory, either temporarily or even
permanently. Providing these patients with
the proper support is a difficult challenge.

360°
caster

Small size
Getting the patient up and moving is a key component to all
rehabilitation efforts.
The Evan’s Mobility Cart was designed over a period of time by
a veterinarian to help just these type of patients.

The Evan’s Cart features:






Tough and durable framework constructed of powder coated lightweight tubular steel.
Four legs each with casters that have bearings. This allows 360° range of motion.
Reduced risk of cart turnover.
Washable and adjustable nylon mesh saddle support.
Available in four different sizes.

Indications for use:
Any animal that is “down” in the hind or front limbs will benefit from the use of these carts.
 Post surgery
 Post trauma
 Paralysis i.e. vertebral disc disease
 Hip dysplasia or certain other arthritic conditions
If the condition is considered temporary the cart can be used during hospitalization. it can be “leased”
to the owner if further recovery at home is necessary. if the condition is permanent then the cart can be
purchsed by the owner.

Evan’s
Mobility
Cart
The Evan’s Cart compared
to traditional two wheel
rear leg carts:
 The two wheel carts must be “custom”
built for each particular patient and are
purchased by the client.
 Most conditions simply do not require a
permanent custom cart. The veterinarian can use the same cart for many different patients over time.
 The Evan’s Mobility Cart will work for
front limb problems where two wheel
carts cannot be used.
 Wheels or casters on The Evan’s Mobility Cart turn 360° reducing cart turnover.
 The Evan’s Mobility Cart is less expensive, especially in the larger sizes.

Dimensions:
J 865
J 865 A
J 865 B
J865 C

Height
Small
14 1⁄2"
Medium
20 1⁄4"
Large
26"
Ex-Large 33 3⁄4"

Width
10"
14 3⁄4"
18 3⁄4"
24 3⁄8"

Length
14 1⁄2"
18 1⁄2"
25 1⁄2"
32 1⁄2"

JORGENSEN LABS, INC.

Maximum Shoulder Length
11" Dachshund/small terrier
16" Beagle/Cocker Spaniel
22" Airedale/Chow
29" Rottweiler/Labrador

1450 North Van Buren Ave.
Loveland, Colorado 80538
1-800-525-5614 • Fax: 970-663-5042
email: info@jorvet.com

